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Some chil4 guidance clinics have had to adopt the practice of 
temporary closure of all intakes. At the Quincy Child Guidance Clinic 
this has bee~ avoided to some degree and the policy of scheduling appli-
cation interviews within approximately fil week from the first contact_ has 
been adopted. Despite heavy demands, every request is given preliminary 
consideration. Many times these people are seeking help with, a specific, 
and oftentimes pressing, problems. They come to the clinic expecting a 
professionally trained person to clarify their problems for them and to 
~elp them to a solution. Others expect to be told 1n one or two inter-
views, exactly what the pr?bl~m i~ and how to reach a quick solution. 
They do not always wish involvement of the child or long-term involvement 
I 
of themselves. 
puring the ~ period of 19?1- 1952 there was a high rate , of cases closed 
as having received brief services -- from one to f?ur interviews. Many of , 
these cases were close? with the completion of services rendered in the 
form of a diagnostic evaluation of the child either for the parent or for 
another agency such as the school or the court. In addition to these were 
those cases in which either the parent or the clinic closed the case 
inasmuch as the parent no longer wished to continue. It is the dynamics 
behind these closures before actual tr~atment began which are of interest 






light ten parents looked at their coming to the clinic and haw they used 
their brief oontact with the clinic. In order to understand the dynamics 
behind these closures these ten oases will be oonsid~red with respect to--
1. the attitudes of the parents toward themselves 
2. the attitudes of the parents toward the child and his problem 
3· the :pathology of the child's problem 
4. the parents' expectations of the clinic 
It is felt by the writer that parental feelings about themselves and 
about their children and their fears and anticipations about ~he clinic, 
directly affect their abili~ to accept treatment for themselves and their 
child. 
Scope 
This study is limited to th?se selected oases in which brief services 
in the farm of one to four interviews were rendered during the period of 
1951 - 1952. These were oases acceptable for treatment but in ~ioh the 
parents were emotionally unable to continue in the clinic. Because of the 
•· 
previty of the contact wi. th the clinic - there were no cases in which a 
child was seen on a regular treatment ,basis although he may have been 
recommended for such treatment. However, the child may have had the 
opportunity of being tested for personali~ and intellectual endowment. 
Because of the saall number of oases involved, the findings made here are 
not intended to have statistical significance. 
Between 1951 and 1952 there were found to be eighty-nine oases in which 
2 
brief services were rendered. Of these eighty-nine there were (1) cases 
! .. 
in Which diagnostic evaluations of the child were for the parent or 
another agency or the school; (2) oases in, Which the age, mental or physical 
factors made referra~ necessary; (3) and oases in which the case was 
closed with the recognition that the parent no longer wished to continue. 
These latter cases may have been closed either by the clinic after a 
period of time which gave evidence for the fact that the parent wished to 
discontinue, or by the parent after an outright decision not to continue. 
Of these eighty-nine cases there remained thirty-three of the third 
category in which the parent showed no interest in continuing even though 
theirs was a case acceptable for treatment. These were the cases selected 
for investigation. In none of the oases had the child been seen on a 
regular treatment basis although he may have been seen by a psychologist 
or psychiatrist for purposes of a diagnostic evaluation of personality and 
intellectual endowment. This does not mean that there had been no plan in 
mind for the child to have been seen on a regular treatment basis, but 
rather that such a possible plan had not been carried through due to 
resistance on the part of the parent. 
Some consideration must be given here to the twenty-three families who 
were not successfully interviewed. Of these twenty-three, thirteen moved 
and due to lack of adequate time, it was impossible to trace the.m. Despite 
the fact that they had moved, a follow-up letter setting an appointment 
date was sent, in the hope that the letter would be forwarded for, in ten 
out of the thirteen cases the initial letter was not returned. However, in 
none of these cases was there any response to the investigator's attempts 
to contact these frunilies. Although the reality of the policy of forward-
ing mail has been considered, it is definitely felt by the investigator 
that there are also some cases in which these families used their mobility 
as a form of defense and resistance to participation ~ the study. 
In ten cases which were reached, resistance was verbalized. In two 
cases in which families moved, there was a response to the second letter. 
However this response was in the form of a letter stating a good deal of 
the material about the home situation. These mothers bluntly felt that 
they could not give the time either by coming to the clinic for an inter-
view or by allowing the investigator to make a home visit. Three mothers 
made appointments voluntarily and then did not follow through with them. 
~ben contacted they felt that they did not wish to participate ~s they 
felt it wasn't worthwhile. One .mother felt that while she had gained a 
good deal of satisfaction through her clinic experience, she did not feel 
it was worthwhile to come in and talk about it. The last mother in the 
group felt that she had not been helped by the clinic but bad been helped 
by medical care instead. Therefore she saw no need to talk about her 
experience there. This was a case of an asthmatic child who used his 
attacks to control the family, according to the caseworker. 
The attitude of the ten mothers who were seen was one of agreeability 
in that it gave them a chance to look back and compare the situation then 
and now and to air their feelings whether positive or negative about the 
clinic. For the fewwho expressed a wish tore-refer themselves, it gave 
them a chance to make up their minds as to doing so. However there proved 




Of the thirty-three cases, thirteen moved and could not be traced, 
twenty were traceable; ten of the latter twenty were resistant to partici-
pating in the study, and ten were successfully interviewed. 
The .first follow-up oontact was a letter addressed to the parents 
re-introducing the agency, introducing the writer and explaining in general 
term$ the purpose of the study while requesting the participation of each 
client. (see Appendix) In cases in which this was possible, telephone 
calls were made to each mother arranging an interview either at the home 
or at the clinic. All clients but one contacted in this manner preferred 
a clinic visit. The factor of distance from the clinic (the family had 
moved to Brookline) necessitated a home visit. It is felt by the writer 
that these parents preferred a clinic visit because they could then see it 
as a professional undertaking in that their experience had been in the 
confines of th9 clinic itself'. In the clinic the interview would be more 
structured in that there would be no intrusions such as could happen in 
the home. In cases in ~ich no telephone call was possible, either 
because of a lack of telephone or because the client had moved, another 
letter was sent explaining the writer's inability to contact them and 
setting up an appointment time in the clinic. The client was encouraged 
to contact the clinic for further information about the study. In most 
cases this type of follow-up letter was not rewarding although in two 
cases the client cooperated. 
Before any clients were seen, the records of these thirty-three 
clients were read with certain information obtained from them. (See 
5 
Schedule I in Appendix). In the telephone call as well as in the 
interview itself, the writer explained the clinic's desire to evaluate 
its brief services in terms of the present home situation ~th the focus 
centered around the child. The confidentiality of the study was assured. 
The interviews were held in the clinic itself with the time involved 
averaging a half hour. An interview schedule (See Schedule II in 
Appendix) was in continual evidence although direct questions were used 
only for factual material or when the client digressed too far. Brief 
notes were taken during the interview but this did not seem to disturb 
the client. 
Limitations 
The limitations of the study center mainly around the insufficient 
number of cases which it was possible to interview successfully. However 
it is felt that the dynamics behind the reasons for this - i. e. mobility, 
of the family, and lack of desire to participate, are worthy of future 
investigation. The latter reason tends to point up some rather negative 
feelings toward these clients' clinic experience. Another limitation of 
this study would be tl'a t only in "those cases in 'Which there was a brief 
period of contact ~th the parent was the significance of this relation-
ship investigated. Such a limitation would make further investigation 
"involving longer contact with a parent, of interest. 
Background ~ ~ Study 
The Child Guidance Clinics of the Division of Mental Hygiene began 
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in 1922 under the directi. on of the late Dr. Douglas Thom as half-day habit 
clinios, traveling from a central Boston office to many different 
localities. In recent years there has been increasing emphasis on the 
community nature of' mental health services and the need for long-term 
intensive psychiatric work with children's problems. Because Quincy was 
a community where there had been great interest and participation by 
local, professional and lay people, it was chosen as one of the 
communities in which the Division of' Mental Hygiene conce~trated its 
efforts. 
The Quincy Child Guidance Clinic is a community clinic sponsored by 
the Quina.1 Child Guidance Association with professional staff' provided 
jointly by the Massachusetts Department of Mental Health, the City of 
Quincy and the "uincy Community Chest. At the time the oases in this 
study vrere open the clinic l'J8.B open three and a half days a week. In 
addition to the director, the staff included in 1951, three half-time 
psychiatrists, two half-time psychologists, three full-time social workers, 
two part-time social workers, one part-time psychologist, an occupational 
therapist, and a speech therapist. The clinic was open to children 
through age fourteen from Quinoy and surrounding towns. Clinical services 
included diagnostic study, consultation work and psychotheraP-Y• 
In addition to the training of psychiatric social workers and speech 
therapists, the clinic was active and still is, in educational work with 
parent groups, referring agencies, schools, and other community groups 
working with children.1 
1. Warren T. Vaughari, Jr., M.D., Margaret D. Conwell, and Bert ~plan 
Survey ::!_ Communi;ty Psychia~ri~ Resources .!::_ :Massachusetts,!_952,:E.p.~:;,l35. _ 
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At this time the clinic was in a very fluid state and moving towards 
becoming a community mental health training and research center, a goal 
which has almost totally become a reali~ today. 
Originally a three-fold approach to meeting the child's total needs 
was not considered necessary. Symptomatic behavior was seen merely as a 
specific deviation from what was considered normal behavior. The belief 
was that once the symptom was cleared up, the case was cured. Today, 
behavior is seen as a part of a basic reaction pattern. To resolve one 
~ptom might only result in the emergence of a different one. 
The team approach in the child guidance clinic is based upon this 
concept: behavior is purposeful and is caused by the pressures from the 
social forces creating the child's environment. The child is part of a 
family whether it be the normal family situation or the institutional 
"family" l he goes to schoolJ he has playmates; he is subject to 
limitations of both a physical and emotional nature -- in all, he does 
not exist in a vacuum. He is a reflection of all the inner and outer 
forces which work in continuous interaction with him. 
It is because of this concept that the three disciplines of 
psychiatry, psychology, and social casework, each in accordance with its 
distinctive training, are utilized as a team by child guidance clinics. 
The psychiatrist with his medical training and therapeutic skill, focuses 
on the discovery of the attitudes of parents and the child toward social 
iituations. Understanding of the patient involves understanding all 
aspects of his life; physical, psychological, emotional, and sooial.2 
2. Louis Meredith French, Psychiatric Social Work• p._ l59· 
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Through the use and interpretation of p~chometrie tests -- the 
Rorschach. TAT, and Blackie Pictures. by the psychologist. a much ~der 
field for clinical analysis and interpretation of personality has been 
made available. The results of these tests play a very important part 
in diagnosis and treatment plans. Actual therapy is utilized by 
specially trained psychologists. 
Through the psychiatric social worker's increased skill in the 
application of dynamic psychiatry. it has been discovered that children's 
problems could quite often be traced to adverse parental attitudes. It 
is the parent-child relationship in ~ich the problem lies. Therefore the 
function of the child guidance clinic is based upon a two-fold relation-
ship; the therapeutic relationsh;i.p with the child, and the relationship 
with the per ent. The social worker is responsible for the study and 
analysis of the social situation of the child in his relationships w1th 
his family. and also assists directly in the treatment process by helping 
the parent understand how his attitudes and personality have hindered a 
better parent-child relationship. 
The success in the teamwork approach lies in the team's ability to 
work together to~d a common goal: improving the parent-child relation-
ship through the participation of both parent and child in the seeking of 
more satisfying patterns of behavior. 
Children are brought to the clinic because of such unacceptable 
behavior as disobedience, truancy, stealing, tantrums, and similar 
aggressive behavior; because of school difficulties which include £ailure. 
retardation, lack of interest. etc.; because of behavior characterized as 
9 
being that denoting personality problems as in shyness, fears, daydreaming. 
Referrals are initiated by parents, physcians, school authorities, or 
other agencies. No matter who the referring agent, it is the parent who 
must make the contact with the clinic before the case will be considered 
in any way. This stipulation is felt to be necessary, for the parent's 
participation from the first is essential for the ultimate success of 
treatment plans for the child's adjustment, as well as improvement in the 
parent-child relationship. 
At the present time there is in practice at the clinic what has been 
called parental consultation services or extended intake. In this program 
the parent (s) is seen, on an extended time basis, by the social worker 
v.no regularly consults with the psychiatrist assigned to the case, in an 
attempt to alleviate the situation without the child's direct involvement. 
Once the child is taken into treatment this is no longer a consultation 
case. The reason for the case to be accepted on a consultation basis 
would depend upon the staff's feeling that the parents could best benefit 
by this type of treatment and that the oh.ild did not seem so seriously 




Most olients, when they come to an agency, have reached some kind o£ 
temporary impasse 1 and are in need o£ some advice. direction., reassurance, 
or support. Generally speaking they are not looking for long-time treat-
ment relationships.! Requests for help are based also on a drive towards 
adequacy. with the clients of child ~idance clinics desiring strengthening 
in such areas as how to prepare a child constructively to accept the fact 
that he is an adopted child; what to do about a child who has difficulties 
of some kind; and how to handle a change in a child's behavipr.2 
Because it is a child guidance clinic. parents often seek the 
services of the clinic of their own volition, but just as often, are 
pressured into doing so by the school or physician. For maDf of the 
parents who seek the help of a child guidance clinic, it is their first 
contact with a social agenoy.3 It is not an easy thing to make e.ri. 
application for help with a child, for it is felt1 to be an admission of 
failure and inadequacy. The role of the parent is one of the most 
important ones in our culture and, because of it, to suspect failure in 
1. Helen LaMar, "The Intake Process in a Growing Community," Journal ' 
~Social Casework, 34:167-173, April, 1953· 
2. Fanny Amster, "Some Therapeutic Implications of Short-term Therapy," 
Journal ~Psychiatric Social ~' 22:13-19, October. 1952. 
3• Dorothea McClure, "Intake Practice in a Child Guidance Center." 
Journal of Social Casework, 21:253-259, December, 1940. 
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this role is a very great threat to the basic security of the individual. 
Failure as a parent denotes failure as a person causing deep feelings of 
guilt. Theee may also be guilt because of hostility toward, or rejection 
of, the child. Some parents feel so inadequate and helpless that they 
allow their normal defenses to break dawn. Feelings of inadequacy and 
rejection are closely tied, as the mother who cannot control her child, 
tends to reject him -- the child makes her feel inadequate and insecure in 
her own role as a mother.4 
There is confusion in the parent also, as it would seem that the 
child guidance clinic is participating with him in projecting all the 
responsibility for the difficulty between parent and child, upon the 
child himself -- the name of the agency implies it.5 The parent makes use 
of this and projects responsibility for the difficulty onto the child, 
the s ohool, other members of the family, or on the economic situation. 
-· 
Parents who project in this way will describe the child's negative or 
disturbing behavior at great length without discussing their ow.n relation-
ship to the problem. These parents cannot face their own fears and 
anxieties. Anotrer obVious reaction which the pLrent often has to coming 
to the clinic is guilt over his feeling that he is betraying his child. 
Actually this is a betrayal of himself as the child is an extension of 
self. Of necessity, the parent must be helped to see that his coming to 
4. Tinka D. Engel, "The Child Guidance Center and the Community," 
Journal of Social Casework, 31:378~385, November, 1950. 
5· Lorna Sylvester, "Casework Process in a Child GuidanceiC1inio in a 
Psychiatric Setting," Journal of Psychiatric Social Work, 18:17-24 Summer 
1948· - - • • 
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the clinio is, in actuality, a constructive act designated to help the 
child-- an act of love, rather than ~ a betrayal of the child.6 
The very nature of the service itself brings into focus some of the 
parents• fears in his relationship with his child. One of the most 
difficult things for the parent to face is the possibility of a meaningful 
r&lations~ip being established between his child and a stranger, the 
therapist. The fear here is of separation and also emphasizes the feelings 
of inadequacy the parent already has. A common fear is that the child 
will behave contrary to the kind of behavior which the parent has described, 
ftrther pointing up parental inadequacy in that the child only behaves in 
the way described because of the parent. 7 liha.t the child will reveal about 
his parents and family is always regarded with apprehension. For this 
reason many rarents cannot face actual treatment for their child, but 
rather, will demand just being told what to do to, for, and with him. 
Parents who have submitted their children to treatment and who cannot face 
the child's having a private relationship with someone, will have to 
question thoroughly their child about the treatment sessions and occasionally 
use threats against the revelation of certain facta. This happens despite 
the fact that they are intellectually aware that, treatment-wise, this is 
not sound. Parents themselves, because of their feelings around needing to 
·· ask for help with their child, and because the parent is directly involved 
6. 
. Engel, ~· ~· P• ;eo • 
Sylvester, ~· ~· p.l8. 
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in the child's difficulties, need to be considered and dealt with according 
to all essential therapeutic principles. It is the caseworker's job to 
help the parent to realize that her feelings are understood and accepted 
bw the caseworker. Interest is show.n not only in the behavior of the child, 
but also in the parent's feeling about that be¥,avior. The caseworker looks 
with interest at what relation there is between the pa~nt's attitudes and 
the child's difficulties. Security of the parent is fUrther reinforced 
when the caseworker indicates that she assumes thAt, with her support and 
interest, t.h.e parent will be able to clarity what he can do about the 
problems he has in relation to his child. The parent's tmderstanding may 
be increased through the caseworker's discussion of the functions and 
procedures of the agency. lVhat the parent wants and expects may not always 
1 coincide with v.hat the agency offers.8 \Then the ·parent realizes the 
implications for himself in the service offered, there is aroused a variety 
of conflicts and fears. The parent comes to realize that the agency does 
not accept responsibility for "making over" his child according to his 
specifications. With this realization comes relief for he was fearful not 
only of what the agency w:>uld do to him but to his child. Although there 
is also fear because of the necessity of his ow.n participation, there is 
also realization and release in the fact that he is no longer alone in his 
struggle with his,.;ohild. Finally he can admit his feelings of frustration 
and inadequacy in relation to the child's evident control in the relation-
ship between them.9 
8. McClure, ~· ~· P• 255• 
9· Sylvester, .2• ~-- P• 22. 
The caseworker's questions and responses during the intake process 
are for purposes of understanding, and are often beneficial and healing 
but are not yet treatment-oriented. From the caseworker's listening 
activity she will gain knowledge of the kind of help ~ich the parent is 
seeking and of his readiness to use help. The purpose for the client is 
to bring into focus and clarify the problems for which he seeks help; 
to evaluate what he has alreaqy tried to do about his problems; to assess 
his ow.n motivation for utilizing help as well as his own resistances to 
entering into treatment; and to decide ~ther the service he seeks is 
availabl~ under conditions ~ich he can accept. In many instances the 
very expression of his problem to another person assists the client in 
a reorganization of the pattern of disturbance and helps him toward the 
point where he can, himself, take hold of his problem with a new 
orientation. At ttmes, however, recitation of historical data in relation 
to the problem situation creates a tendency on the part of the client to 
look to the clinic for reaey-made solutions as a re1yard for his cooperation 
in giving a complete account.lO 
It is the family's choice to accept or refuse the offer of 
psychotherapy or casework after an explanation of what it can and cannot 
do. The worker must acknowledge the di.fficulties which treatment poses 
and the anxieties that it arouses in the parents and the entire family. 
The client's decision is accepted and seen as a measurement of anxiety. 
10. Delwin M. Anderson and Frank Kiesler, M.D., "'Helping Toward Help -
I the Intake Interview", Journal ::!_ S0cial Casework, 35:72-76, February, 1954• 
. ' 
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Goal setting insofar as termination is concerned, must be realistic 
in terms of the problem presented, the client's understanding and capacity, 
and the f1.mc"fion and capacity of the clinic as wall as the worker's ,skill 
and time. Reasons for closure on the part of the clinic are many; the 
child may have improved in spite of continual parental discord; the agency 
has been working toward closure with referral to another, more suitable 
agency, in mind; move100nt in the right direction has been observed and it 
is felt that the parent c~ nake use of the opportunity to continue, 
independent of clinic help, and termination in cases not responsive to 
treatment as evidenced by continual resistance to movement or resistance 
in the form of continual breaking of appointiOOnts.ll On the other hand 
are the parent-instigated closures. Among the reasons for this type of 
closure is parental resistance to the involvement of self. Rather they 
would deposit the child in the hands of the clinic with the expectation 
tmt the cl.hlic will either remake him according to their needs and 
specifies. tions or will at least tell them just what to do to, for and 
with him. When they realize that this is not possible they will often 
withdraw and "face it alone" rather than subject themselves to the 
possibility of having to re-evaluate themselves with some constructive 
cmnge in mind. Some parents do not wi sh to subject the child to ths 
"indignities" of an interview and feel that by just telling their story, 
the clinic staff will be able to evaluate the situation and tell the:m how 
11. Clarice Platt, "Termination Planning in a Child Guidance Clinic," 
Journal of Psychiatric Social Wark, 21:125-128, March, 1952. 
- -
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to handle it. Another factor is the very realistic one of delay, the 
range of which varies from a month or two to a year, before a case can be 
accepted for treatment. Some parents cannot accept this -- they want help 
immediately. The usual reasons which a parent will give for withdrawing 
is that the child is better, they are trying to act differently and are 
getting results, they are moving to a different environment and feel sure 
that things will change far the better, etc. Oftentimes, of course, there 
can be a good deal of truth behind these excuses. However, they are also 
seen as different far~ of resistance based on feelings of guilt and fear, 
of rejection and punishmEilt, which hampers treir acceptance of, and 
involvement in, help for themselves as well as their child. 
A practice established by some clinics, because of the desire to 
shorten the existing waiting lists, and seen alae as a service which many 
parents can nake constructive use of, is the use of parent consultation. 
The parents who receive this i(rpe of service gain, in the intake process, 
a beginning awareness and understanding of the problems involved so that 
from this point onward they are able to proceed independently, toward 
resolving their problems. It is determined with the parents, sometimes 
following an exploratory diagnostic examination of the child by the 
psychiatrist or clinical psychologist, that the child does not need 
treatment. The plan here is periodic interviews and follow-up contacts, 
the worker keeping in close contact with the parents between interviews. 
In suoh cases there is not much dppth to the child's symptomatic behavior 
in that it seems to be superficially reactive to the parents or to the 
total family situation. The emotional health and strength both in the 
- - 1 
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parents and the children are basically sound; the parents shaw considerable 
potential for gaining an understanding of themselves and of the child 
and are felt to be trying to improve their relationship .with each other 
and the child. After a six to twelve month period, a follow-up of 
sixteen such cases was done~ It was found that in fourteen cases there 
was marked change and progress in the parents and marked improvement in 
the child.l2 The consultation service as used by the Quin~ Child Guidance 
Clinic, is a more extended type of service as far as time is concerned and 
the parents may be seen on a regular basis for several months before the 
case will be closed. In this clinic also the possibility of the child's 
eventual need for treatment is not ruled out entirely. other than these 
two factors the clinic's method of operation is essentially the same. 
Summary -- It would seem that the greatest likelihood of successful 
acceptance of treatment would depend upon the parent's ability to 
recognize the child's behavior as symptomatic of an underlying difficulty 
based primarily on the parent-child relationship. In addition, the parent 
would have to accept participation of himself in the treatment process. 
In what perspective the parent sees the clinic is also important for if he 
1 sees it as an authority which will tell him what to do with his child• or 
1 ~t kind of parent he is, rather than seeing it as a place where parent 
~ 
I 
and child are helped to achieve a more positive and satisfying pattern of 
behavior, he will not benefit from the brief contact with the clinic in aDf 
12. David Hallowitz and Albert v. Cutter, M.D., "Intake and the 
Waiting List: A Differential Approach," Journal of Social Casework, 35:439-
445, December, 1954• 
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I way. The ~e of service offered by the clinic will therefore be largely 
dependent upon the attitude and expectations of the client. 
Even though a parent does not carry through to treatment, it does not 
mean necessarily that he has not benefited in some way from his clinic 
experience. Just talking about the problem often has a way of clarifying 
for the parent some of the dynamics behind the problem, giving him some 
understanding Which he sometimes profitably can put to use. It would 
seem that parental consultation is a kind of service which a good many 
parents could respond to as it would perhaps be less of a threat to them 
and tend to nake them feel that their awn needs were being met as well as 




DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE CASES 
This chapter will be concerned with a statistical description of the 
ten cases to be presented in Chapter IV in te~s of age at intake, sex, 
ordinal position in the family, the ~pe of problem presented and kinds 
of te~ination in these cases. There will also be a consideration of the 
relationship between the parental attitude toward the child, his recog-
nition of the behavior as a symptom of an emotional problem, and the 
parent's resulting attitude to the clinic and treatment. 
Table I on page 21 reveals an equal sex distribution in these ten 
cases with an age range on the pre-school and primary grade level. The 
ordinal position of the child shows a predominance of middle and first 
children having difficulties. This is not unusual and is often because of 
a need to compete for status in the family. The coming of a new baby often 
increases dependency needs and occasionally results in regression or acting 
out by the child. The problems which cause parents to bring their children 
to the clinic range from minor habit and conduct disorders to anti-social 
acts. School problema are usually high in the form of poor sChool work and 
a lack of interest in school. In the cases presented here however, these 
children have behavior problems rather than school problems due primarily 
to the rather low ages of these children. It is recognized qy the 
investigator as well as by authorities that the three and four year old 
exhibits normally for his age such behavior as depicted here but parental 
IDABLE I 
A DESCRIPTION OF EACH CASE ACCORDING TO AGE AT INTAKE, ORDINAL 
POSitiON IN THE FAMILY I AND TYPE OF!5ROBI:'EM PRESENTED 
Age Ordinal Type of Problem 
Name At Intake Position at Intake Behavior School 
I Excessive 
Ann 4 Only child Shyness 
II Eneuresis 
Dick 3 Middle of three Masturbation 
III Learning 
John . 9 Third of four Problem 
IV Separation School 
James 7 First of two from mother Adjustment 
v 
Joan 9 First of two Stealing 
VI Learning 
Arthur 8 Middle of three Problem 
VII Excessive 
Alice 4 First of two fears 
VIII Thumb-
Mary 4 Middle of three sucking 
IX Fearful and 
Alan 5 First of two insecure 
X 




inability to cope creates a problem. 
Termination of a case acceptable for treatment falls into three 
types -- (1) termination planned~ the clinic ~~th the parents; (2) 
termination instigated verbally by the parent; and (3) termination insti-
gated by the clinic due to continual breaking of appointments by the 
parent. In the first category planned termination occurs when it is felt 
by both parent and clinic that the service of the clinic has been 
completed insofar as is possible at the time. In the second category the 
parent makes it known that she does not want the service of the clinic 
for a number of reasons which can include (a) the desire not to have the 
child seen. (b) a feeling of foolishness that she had come i.e. the 
problem vm.s not so serious after all, (c) the desire for immediate help 
in terms of an inability to accept a possible lapse of several months 
before service is given or (d) an environmental change such as a nursery 
school or a new home would help. These reasons would depict a basic 
inability to involve themselves in the clinic process. The dynamics 
behind this inability are discussed in Chapter II. In the third category 
the clinic closes if the parent repeatedly broke appointments. As in the 
second category the actual desire for treatment proves to be rather limited. 
The only difference in these last two categories is that in the third 
category the parent was unable to verbalize his rejection of treatment. 
Table II on page 23 reveals no apparent significance between the type 
of problem and the method of termination. In the case of the lisp. the 
mother was actually the person who needed treatment and the case would 




KINDS OF TERMINATION AND TYPE OF PROBLEM 
Case Type of Problem Terminated by 
I Ann Excessive shyness Parent 
II Dick Eneuresis, masturbation Parent - clinic 
III John Learning problem Parent 
IV Jam9s Separation from mother Parent 
School adjustment 
V Joan Stealing Parent 
VI Arthur Learning problem Clinic 
VII Alice Excessive fears Parent 
VIII liary Thumb sucking Parent 
IX Alan Fearful and insecure Parent 
X Sarah Lisp Clinic 
an arrangement. In the case of eneuresis and masturbation, the clinic 
and the parent agreed to close the case after mother was helped to see 
that the problem was rather normal for the age and undue attention to it 
would only increase it. Mother was encouraged to return if the problem 
persisted after the age of six or seven. 
In only four of the ten cases which were successfully interviewed did 
the parents make use of other resources in the community after contact 
with the clinic. The first case was one of a speech difficulty. The 
child was taken to the Boston University Speech Clinic which found no 
speech defect in the child which would not improve with age and with less 
attention being dra~ to it. In the second case, which involved a reading 
difficulty, the problem was relped by the school's remedial reading 
program. The third case was characterized by a school phobia and fear of 
separation from mother. The parent revealed in the interview that there 
had been a physical cause behind it as ~11 as a problem of sibling 
rivalry. She felt that when the physical difficulty was cleared up and 
she paid more attention to the child, everything was better. This mother 
enlisted the aid of a pediatrician in the area. The fourth case ~~s one 
characterized by fears and insecurity in relationships with others. The 
family moved to Boston and sought help from the Thom Child Guidance Clinic. 
At the present time they are on the treatment waiting list, having already 
been through the diagnostic process. 
In two cases new problems arose, even though the problem as referred 
had improved. Because of the nature of the problem, these new problems 
are felt, by the investigator, to have occurred because, although the 
original ~ptom had improved, the underlying problem had not been 
resolved. Inasmuch as it is really not known to what degree the under-
lying difficulty in the parent-child relationship has resolved itself, it 
is impossible to predict whether any of these other children whose 
symptomatic behavior has improved, will break out in other symptoms 
denoting difficulty. Four parents who had difficulties ?dth their 
children spoke of re-referring themselves for help but only in one case 
did a parent follow through, and then only with a phone call and no 
acceptance of an appointment for herself and her husband. Treatment for 
these parents and their children remains too difficult for these parents 
to accept. These eases were those of Dick, Joan, Alice and Mary, all of 
whom had problems of behavior. As seen in Table III the parents of these 
children although they recognized the behavior as denoting an emotional 
problem, were either ambivalent or rejecting in their feelings toward their 
children. 
Table III on page 26 confirms to quite an extent the feeling of the 
writer as seen in the writer's brief experience and in various writings 
that there is a direct relationship between the parent's recognition of 
the behavior of the child as a ~ptom of an emotional problem, her o'WD. 
feelings toward the child, and her resulting attitude toward her contact 
with the clinic in regard to acceptance or resistance to treatment. 
The presence of recognition of the involvement of emotional factors 
as causes of the child's behavior is defined as the parent's being able 
to recognize these factors consciously. A parent exhibiting some elements 
of this recognition is one who can show some understanding of the possible 
re~sons for the child's behavior. Then there are the parents who although 
they may unconsciously understand the dynamics behind the child's behavior 
cannot bring themselves to recognize them consciously. 
Rejection is defined as either conscious or unconscious dislike of 
the child and either shown by verbalized attitude or behavior toward the 
child. Ambivalence is defined as an unresolved attitude toward the child 
seen by the expression of affection toward the child one occasion and 
hostile expressions on another. Acceptance is defined as the ability to 
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TABLE III 
PAREU'rAL lillCOGIHTION OF THE CHILD'S BEHAV IOR AS AN EMOTIONAL PROBLEM: 
....;;;.. ___ ------- ----- --
EMOTIONAL ATTIT1IDE TOWARD THE CHILD A11D RESULTING ATTITUDE TOlJYA.HD THE 
CLINIC AND TREATilENT 
(1) 
Case No. 
Recognition of Behavior 
as emotional problem 
I Ann Absent 
II Dick Some elements 
III John Some elements 
IV James Some elements 
v Joan Present 
VI Arthur Absent 
VII Alice Some elements 
VIII Mary Some elements 
IX Alan Present 
X Sarah Absent 
(2) (3) 
Emotional Attitude Attitude towar d 
toward Child Clinic and Treatment 





Ambivalent Low motivation 
Rejection Ambivalent 
Rejection Low motivation 
Rejection Ambivalent 
Ambivalent Ambivalent 
express the feeling of affection, warmth, love and concern for the child. 
Even though this parent may have become involved in the child's problems, 
the attitude .toward the child was still positive and sincere. 
A realistic attitude toward the clinic and the possibility of 
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treatment would be seen as one in which the parent in understanding her 
child's difficulties and in having some concern for him, could realisti-
cally see the role of the clinic in respect to helping her and her child. 
A parent who was ambivalent toward accepting the help of the clinic was 
also unsure of her own feelings toward her child. Such a parent has a good 
deal of personal insecurity. A parent who has low motivation for coming to 
the clinic is often the parent who comes solely at the insistance of an 
authority figure such as the school or the family physician. Such a parent 
will feel that the initial contact is sufficient to satisfy the person who 
pressured the contact. 
In Table III it is shown that in only two cases was there a wide 
range of attitude. In Case V the symptomatic behavior was that of stealing. 
The parent very openly rejected this child as she said she took after her 
husband. Despite this feeling of rejection for the child she took the 
initiative to contact the clinic. In following the suggestion of the 
worker she made some preliminary attempts to remedy the situation but 
instead of following through with treatment as recommended, felt that her 
initial steps were sufficient. In Case IX the child was fearful and 
insecure in his relationships with others, especially his parents. He 
could not defend himself or be accepted by his peers. His mother would 
set up situations which called for his being aggressive but to no avail. 
The mother did not follow up her contact with the Quincy Clinic and soon 
moved to Boston where she contacted the Thom Clinic because the child in 
addition to his original behavior, was now having nightmares. The child 
is now on the treatment waiting list. Inasmuch as the family is again 
-= 
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moving, the parents are in conflict about going into treatment, seeing the 
possibili~ of the move to the country as solving all their problems. 
It was the social worker's impression that this rather ambivalent attitude 
toward treatment is based on parental rejection of the child who cannot 
satisfy the mother's needs for an aggressive male ~ch her husband is not. 
This impression was further felt to be accurate when the investigator 




DESCRIPTION OF CASES INTERVIEWED 
In this chapter the writer will present the case materi~l and the 
follow-up contact of the ten cases Which were successfully interviewed. 
There will be an effort to present the situation at the time of referral 
as well as the current situation in terms of the child's resolution of the 
difficulties which precipitated the initiation of contact with the clinic, 
the overall current functioning of the child at home, at school, and at 
play. Inasmuch as the investigator wished to discern the attitude of 
these parents to,vard the child and his problem and the resulting effect on 
, the disposition of the case, this material will also be presented. The 
cases are presented in no particular order. 
Problem~ presented-- Case I Ann 
Ann, age four, was referred by her mother because 
of nightmares and excessive shyness. She was an only 
child. She had not wanted to go out of the house since 
the recent death of maternal grandfather. Ann was pre-
occupied with questions about death. During their 
clinic experience, it had been almost impossible to 
separate mother and child causing it to be difficult 
for the child to be seen by the p~chiatrist. Mother 
reported that Ann constantly followed her around. Mother 
tried to help her overcome her shyness through dancing 
lessons but this did not work. 
Father was seen and appeared to be rather withdrawn. 
Father felt that mother encouraged Ann's fears and 
shyness. He seemed anxious to help Ann but seriously 
doubted that Ann would let herself be alone with anyone 
even the p~chiatrist. There was a lapse of several 
months after which they were contacted. At that time 
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mother felt that Ann was getting out and playing 
with children and would probably be starting kinder-
garten in the fall. Ann still was unable to leave 
mother. It was left with mother to contact the clinic 
in the fall if the problem of shyness continued. 
Developmental history -- none available. 
Parental background -- mother is one of two children. Mat~rnal 
grandmother used to board children during the summer to 
provide companions for them. Mother was injured at age 
thirteen in a car accident when maternal grandmother was 
driving. She was internally injured and lost two fingers. 
Mother had a nervous breakdown when she was seventeen 
years old. She also is an arrested T.B. case. Mother 
felt that her family spoiled her because of her accident. 
Mother married father "even though he drank." She felt 
that she married beneath her; he is nervous and withdrawn; 
they have nothing in common any more and she felt that 
they ~re not suited to each other. Mother is more 
outgoing; she likes to do things while father sits and 
rocks and is withdrawn. She expressed hostile feelings 
toward her in-laws. 
Father seemed to have had a rather deprived childhood 
as far as affection was concerned. After his five years 
of service he changed and became withdrawn where he used 
to be full of fun and easy-going. He appeared to the 
social worker to be passively aggressive and a rather 
punishing and hostile person. 
Attitude toward the clinic -- When Ann and mother began treatment 
that spr~ng rather than the fall, it was very difficult 
to separate mother and child with mother adding to the 
difficulty by trying to control the situation. Ann 
was seen twice ~ the psychiatrist but it was impossible 
to elicit any spontaneity from her because of the 
presence of mother. From these contacts it was evident 
that Ann tende.d to be controlling of mother. 
Mother decided to handle Ann's shyness by taking her on 
a country-wide tour during the summer. llhen contacted 
in the fall, mother decided to discontinue contact with 
the clinic and take a course on how to handle children 
which was being offered at the local health center. She 
would re-apply later if she felt it to be necessa~. 
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Follow-up contact -- AnD is now eight years old and in the third grade. 
She no longer has nightmares~ is not as shy as before, and is more outgoing. 
In school she is slow but mother feels that the teacher does not draw her 
out enough. There are very few girls in the neighborhood causing her to be 
with adults more than with children. Ann is not very ea~ to get along 
with and mother finds that she has to buy her friendships. 
Mother spoke of continued marital disharmony which she feels Ann 
realizes. Mother likes to be active and father just sits and watches 
television. Ann notices this and works on father to take mother out. 
In relation to her feelings about the cl i nic experience~ mother feels 
that it had been good but could have been better if Ann had cooperated. 
Realistically speaking~ mother had prevented any participation on the part 
of Ann. She feels that she would come back if necessary and saw Ann as 
being better able to participate at this time. 
Impression -- This would seem to be a mother who does not know how to 
mother a child. To her a child is a doll to be displayed in its perfec-
tion and its cute ways. Ann uses this attitude to control her parents and 
to pit one against the other. It would seem that mother encourages Ann 
to be the go-between in her relationship with her husband. Ann is a very 
attractive little girl and is quite favored by her father. Such evidence, 
in light of mother's hand injury, might make her actually resent Ann in 
her physical perfection and in the affection she receives from father. 
This is a rejecting mother who cannot accept this child who is to her 
husband what she stri~s to be but with no results. Such a person cannot 
allow her feelings to be exposed as they would be in a treatment situation. 
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She could make the initial overtures but the fear of exposure of herself 
through her own involvement as well as that of the child was too much for 
her to accept. As a result she was unable to yield to separation from her 
child for an interview. However she projected this difficulty onto Ann. 
A safer way of showing concern with Ann's difficulties was to attend group 
meetings and lectures which spoke of parent-child relationships but which 
did not directly involve her. 
Problem~ presented -- Case II Dick 
Dick, age three and a half, was referred by his mother 
through the instigation of a doctor because of mastur-
bation, eneuresis, and lying. Dick is the middle of 
tlree children, the other two being girls. Although 
these habits are characteristic of this age, mother was 
anxious about them. She was completely at a loss as to 
how to handle the masturbation, which had been going on 
for a year. In regard to eneuresis, Dick was still in 
diapers at two and a half, but dry during the day. At 
three years of age, he had an imaginary companion upon 
whom he placed the blame whenever he did something wrong. 
There was a good deal of sibling rivalry especially with 
the older sister who tended to dislike and reject him. 
Mother handled the eneuresis by taking him up at night. 
She tried ignoring the masturbation and giving him 
something else to do. She used sending him to his room 
as punishment. Mother tended to feel that Dick was 
afraid of her and that this was why he lied. 
Developmental history -- Dick was a formula ba~ and had colic for 
two or three months. Mother felt she had no time to 
train Dick because his younger sister was born only a 
year after he was and mother was caring for the ill pater-
nal grandmother. 
Parental background -- Mother was the middle of three children. 
She was very close to younger brother who died in the 
service and resentful toward older brother. She described 
her mother as being neurotic, compulsive, and controlling 
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She never felt close to her mother. Mother resolved to 
bring her children up in a way different from the way she 
was brought up. Mother seemed to be more rigid and 
demanding than she was aware of being. There was no 
information available in relation to father. 
Attitude toward clinic -- Mother seemed to be asking for help in 
the relief of her anxiety about the situation and appeared 
to gain relief from the reassurance the social worker gave 
her that these were normal habits for his age and she 
should ease up on him. 
Follow-up contact -- Dick is now seven years old and in the second grade. 
All his symptoms disappeared when he was five and a half years old. Mother 
felt that he just outgrew them, when she stopped making a fuss about them. 
Despite the resolution of the symptomatic behavior which brought his 
mother to the clinic, Dick now has a new problem involving rather severe 
phobias about thunder, the dark, and being alone. Mother felt these 
serious enough to re-refer herself to the clinic but did not follow through 
after the initial telephone call. 
Dick gets along well in school. He does not have any friends in the 
neighborhood because there are no boys of his age group in the area. 
Therefore, he tends to play with his sisters with whom he plays well. 
Mother sees Dick as being the kind of child who responds to discipline 
when the whys and wherefores are explained to him. If · he is yelled at 
he will only become belligerent. He is somewhat afraid of father. 
Mother revealed that she was very satisfied with her clinic experience 
for she came to realize that his symptoms were characteristic of his age 
, and the less fuss she made about them the better off both would be. 
Impression -- Mother seems to be the kind of person who easily becomes 
- --·--==-
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anxious when things do not go according to plan. She has rather high 
standards and is therefore rather rigid. Realistically Dick's fears 
can be seen as symptomatic behavior caused by any humber of things but it 
is felt by the investigator that they are caused by a need to remain 
helpless and infantile in order to gain security. Growing up oan be a 
terrifying thing and this child's phantasies about what growing up means 
can make him "Want to remain a bacy. Having to remain a bacy is sometmmeA 
• reflection of parental rejection. Another factor to be considered is 
whether or not he has as yet resolved his Oedipal conflict. Mother tends 
to identify very closely with him and may not have been able to let him 
separat e from her. His fear of his father would further indicate unresolved 
Oedipal conflict. His father is competition for him in his desire to 
possess his mother. However father is bigger and stronger than he and 
therefore he is afraid of father in his great strength. The child does 
not see this as clearly as it is here presented. 
Mother's inability to follow through with her re-application shows up 
ambivalence in her feelings toward her child. 
Problem ~ presented -- Case III John 
John, age eight and a half, was referred by his mother 
because of her concern with his school work as well as 
poor eating habits. John is the third of four children. 
His older brother was a former patient of the clinic 
having had a reading and spelling difficulty. Mother 
had discussed John's difficulties of not being able to 
do the assignments with the school principal who felt 
that if he were left back he would be all right. He 
tended to pick on smaller children which mother defended 
because the bigger ones picked on him. 
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Both parents had tried to help him by working on his 
reading with him. They considered him uncooperative 
and lazy when it came to doing his school work. Both 
parents were concer.med about his poor eating habits 
and father would rather inconsistently punish him by 
sending him to bed. 
Developmental history -- Mother felt John was a fairly healthy 
baby. He was dry at night by two years of age. "Because 
paternal grandmother did not like to hear him cry" John 
was kept on the bottle until age three. At a little past 
age three John had some difficulty with a sore tongue 
which caused him to have difficulty eating. He remained 
a poor eater. 
Parental background -- Paternal grandparents live in the home. 
Mother indicated that paternal grandmother was a former 
patient at Medfield State Hospital. Both parents' 
attitudes toward them was that they were "stuck with them". 
:Maternal grandmother was tubercular and died when mother 
was sixteen months old with a paternal aunt and uncle 
bringing her up. Mother had a hysterectomy a year before 
application. and questioned whether John's trouble with 
school and eating may not also be her trouble. When 
father was seen he appeared to be a rather compulsive and 
rigid person tending to be controlling. He was resistive 
to aey contact with the school. 
Attitude toward the clinic -- John was seen by the reading 
therapiSt iho felt that he definitely needed help in the 
area of reading and spelling. A group I.Q. test given 
at the school reported an I.Q. of 98 which is average. 
It would appear that these parents wished to have the 
clinic in the background in the event that the school 
did not comply with their wish to have John left back. 
This attitude was further reinforced when they declined 
several appointments for John to be seen by the 
psychologist. The parents wanted no further contact with 
the clinic even though they wanted to "stay on our list" 
because the school's recommendations of Y activities for 
John and repeating a grade were felt by the parents to 
be the solution to their problem. 
Follow-up contact -- John is now twelve and a half years old and in the 
sixth grade. having been kept back a year. Although he remainl a,:p9or 
eater • his mother feels that he is now a superior student. Mother feels 
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that he has caught up with himself in that he is physically and mentally 
mature for his age. In school he is well-liked~ having become the class-
room leader. He is a Scout member and enjoys it. These parents are quite 
happy ·with him now although they wish his eating habits would improve. 
Mother is very satisfied with her clinic experience as she felt it 
helped to settle things in her own mind in regard to having John kept 
back or not. Her reasons for termination were because she felt the 
environmental adjustments which the school provided were fitting to the 
solution of the problem. She definitely felt that she would return at any 
time in that she saw the need for doing so. 
Impression -- Superficially this would seem to be a case where a child did 
need to catch up with himself in order to resolve his learning problem. 
However continued poor eating habits raises some questions as to denial of 
gratification to self for reasons which are not discernible in the brief 
picture of the child which is available. His remaining a baQy so long Qy 
keeping his bottle until age three may have something to do with it. Oral 
gratification in the form of eating may make him feel babyish. He may 
also be punishing himself as well as his parents for some reason. This is 
pure speculation due to the limited available information. 
These parents seem to have a tendency to control and be rather rigid, 
causing them to be rather difficult to work with. Their motivation was p 
weak in that they were applying for help in a rather superficial manner. 
They wanted the support of the clinic and once they got it they were 
satisfied. Perhaps the idea of both sons going into treatment was too 




Problem~ presented -- Case IV Jem.es 
James, age seven, was referred by his teacher and the 
School Adjustment Service because of somatic complaints 
which he appeared to use to avoid going to school. The 
teacher felt that he had been a well-adjusted child 
until his mother visited him in school and he cried 
when she left. 
In the initial interview with mother, she revealed that 
she had first noticed the difficulty two months prior 
to contact with the clinic when the boy had complained 
of headache and upset stomach. A complete check-up was 
negative. James would be sick during the school week 
and fine on the weekends. This pattern kept repeating 
itself. At home James screamed and cried easily, 
slapped at mother and demanded she jump at his every 
wish. Mother felt he ?~s spoil*d when he was younger. 
James has a brother six years younger than he. The 
school did not know about this baby as the boy never 
mentioned it. Mother bent over backward to have him 
accept this baby by sending presents from the hospital. 
Jem.es needed constant physical assurance of his mother's 
love. He was afraid to fight with other children and 
would cry and run away. He v.ould only play with others 
if i:h ey played what he wanted to play. 
Mother tended to give in to his somatic complaints most 
of the time and kept him nome from school when he 
actually appeared to be sick. Father insisted that he 
go to school. Mother felt that she did not know how to 
handle him; how far she should go. She felt that 
perhaps she catered to him and did not discipline him 
when he needed it. Both parents are impatient, and 
were afraid of loss of control. Father threatened but 
eli d not act. 
Developmental history -- James was a planned baby. Delivery was 
by forceps and the boy was nursed for three months. As 
a baby he was felt to be a healthy, happy, well-adjusted 
child. James was toilet trained when he was just over 
a year old. When mother returned after the delivery 
of her baby, James developed the measles. A month 
later he had a tonsillecto~ and did not have too 
favorable an experience. Mother complained that he ate 
poorly. 
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Parental background -- No material other than parents seem educated, 
father is an accountant. 
Attitude toward the clinic -- Mother tended to want to be told 
what to-do to James. Should she be more strict? She 
seemed quite fearful that she and her husband might 
lose control of themselves. It was left with mother 
that she would telephone if James continued to show 
~ptoms as she seemed to feel that she wanted to be a 
little stricter and see what happened. ~ben mother did 
not telephone the case was accordingly closed. 
Follow-up contact -- James is now ten years old and is in the fourth grade. 
Mother revee.led that James now has no somatic complaints about going to 
school and does so willingly. He gets along fine in school although, he 
is a bit shy and retiring. Mother had taken Jgmes to Dr. s., a well-
known pediatrician, who is also something of a child psychologist, who 
ibund that the boy's spine was growing crooked causing him the discomfort 
he felt. He wore corrective shoes for a while. Mother also saw that there 
was a problem of sibling rivalry and so paid more attention to James than 
previously; did things with him alone rather than always together with 
his brother and ibund that this helped him to separate from her. Mother 
felt that his inability to separate from her was because he felt she did 
not love him -- the somatic complaints kept him out of school, made him an 
infant in need of care, and therefore made it easy for him to deflect 
attention from his baby brother. Now James and his younger brother get along 
all right, mother feels. Father, it seems, is not too well and so there is 
little contact between father and son. This seems to be acceptable to mother. 
The mother's feelings toward her clinic experience are somewhat 
positive in that she feels it had been helpful to talk things over with 
someone who had not been directly involved. However, she feels that she 
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was actually helped by Dr. s. 
Mother expressed some feelings of hostility toward the clinic for she 
felt she needed help right away and it would have been a matter of months 
before she would have had another interview. The reality of this cannot 
be overlooked. Despite this, mother feels that she ~uld return, if 
necessary, if she did not have to wait for help. She sees no necessity 
for it now. 
Impression -- These parents seem to have had little understanding about 
preparing a child for another sibling. Unless direct and sincere assurance 
is shown that he is not being displaced ~ the new-comer, the child will 
feel that the baby is a form of punishment for being bad. To make sure 
that mother will not desert him, he has to stay home to make sure that she 
is there and everything is all right. There is little doubt that the 
physical discomfort of a spinal disc pressing on nerves and muscles did 
not help matters much. Mother showed, in the follow-up contact, that she 
had realized that James needed to be treated as an individual with 
individual attention so as not to feel left out because of his brother. 
Inasmuch as mother felt that things were now fine and James seems content, 
it could be assumed that mother has gained some sensitivity on handling 
her own as well as her child's feelings. 
This mother saw the clinic as a place which would tell her immediately 
1 
what she should do. When she saw this was not the clinic's function she 
could not follow through. Yfuen there was a question of when they could be 
accepted for treatment, she sought help elsewhere, where, in light of 
present conditions, she seems to have received it. 
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Problem ~ presented -- Case V Joan 
Joan, age ten, was referred qy a doctor for stealing. 
The first application call came from the naternal 
grandmother but, according to policy, the mother 
herself was asked to call for an appointment. This 
was done. 
In the initial interview it was found that Joan had a 
sister six years younger than herself. The parents 
proved to be separated with mother and the two girls 
living with maternal grandparents and maternal aunt 
as father was evading the police on a charge of junping 
bail. Father has a record of petty crimes dating back 
to his teens. Mother was concerned primarily with one 
symptom -- that of stealing. F'or two years Joan had 
been stealing money -- first pennies from her grandfather 
and then larger sums from the family. A few weeks before 
the initial contact with the clinic, she stole a wallet 
containing five to ten dollars from a neighbor's house. 
Joan had been always quite generous with any money she 
took -- buying candy and ice cream for the neighborhood 
children. When confronted with the theft, she would 
lie about being guilty. 
The frunily reaction tended to differ. 
her stealing as a sin and as something 
from her father. Mother's reaction was 
back the money out of her allowance. 
Grandfather saw 
she inherited 
to make her pay 
Another habit which mother found disconcerting was the 
fact that Joan was never satiified with the fit of her 
clothes. Things have to be tight on her, almost as if 
she has to be sure she was wearing them. 
Joan found school difficult from the very beginning. She 
was reported as being inattentive and slow in her work. 
Her mother described Joan as being a child who kept her 
feelings inside. 
Developmental histo~ -- Mother felt that J 0 an was a wanted child. 
slie was bottle-fed because of mother's nerves. At six 
months she began getting teeth; at nine months she 
began walking and talking. Mother began toilet training 
at three months and felt she had no particular struggle 
with it or difficulty in this area afterward. She had 
the usual childhood diseases and a tonsileotomy before 
she entered school. J 0an hemorrhaged at the timenand 
needed two blood transfusions but mother felt there were 
Family 
no fears as a result of her hospital experience. Joan 
was always shy with people and unable to hit back when 
she gets into fusses with other children. At the age 
of three she fell and cut her nose necessitating an 
operation ~ich left a scar. Joan has proven to be quite 
self-conscious about it. 
history -- Father was in the service when Joan was two years 
old. Mother followed him and left Joan with maternal grand-
parents. After the war they lived as two separate families 
but then returned to living 'Voli.th maternal grandparents. 
At age three Joan went to nursery school for a year, then 
stayed home a year and began school at age five. The 
parents separated and mother and daughter lived with 
maternal grandparents. At this time father was in jail 
serving a sentence of sixteen months for stealing an 
automobile. Upon his return the parents again lived 
together. Another girl was born. The parents again 
separated with the family living on a pension check and 
mother's job. Mother revealed that this was the only 
time she mentioned to Joan her father's deficiency of 
not sending money. Joan never knew of her father's jail 
experiences. 
Parental background -- Father comes from a large, poor and unstable 
family and has a history of early reform school experiences. 
He was reported as being a very likeable person with 
many friends. Mother said she married him to refor.m him. 
Father had a heart attack while in service and now has 
a thirty per cent disability. He refuses help from a 
V.A. Clinic or doctors and takes to drink whenever anything 
gp es wrong. Maternal grandparents never had any use for 
him, but lave never made this apparent to Jofi.p.. The 
children are fond of him and wanted to knowwhen he would 
return. Mother was evasive in answering them• Mother is 
one of three children, an unmarried sister lives with the 
grandparents. They all live in five crowded rooms on an 
inadequate income. Mother does clerical work. Maternal 
grandfather had a good business which failed during the 
depression and has never gotten on his feet again. At 
present he is a clerk. Mother reports him to be very close 
with money causing mother to fee 1 that she and her children 
are a burden to the family. However, he insists that they 
live with them. Grandmother is described as a very strong 
and wonderful person. Mother emphasized fuat she did not 
like living with her parents as they spoiled the children 
as she and her siblings had been spoiled. Mother has 
petit mal and has received help from Lahey Clinic. 
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Attitude toward the clinic -- The case was discussed in the intake 
committee where it was decided that a series of projective 
and I.Q. tests be given. It was felt that this mother 
could use casework for herself rather than for the child 
who she rejects. It was also felt that the child was 
perhaps identi~ing with the mother's love obj ect, namely 
a person who revolts against the law. 
Attempts were made to carry out the staff's recommendations 
~ setting up an appointment for J~~ to see the psychiatrist. 
However repeated appointments were broken through second-
hand telephone messages. It finally developed that 
following her contact with the clinic, father again entered 
the picture promising to support them and pay more attenti on 
to the children even if at a distance. Because of this 
mother deci ded to cope vath the problem without clinic 
help and wrote a letter to this affect to the clinic. 
Mother had felt, after the initial contact with the clinic, 
that she did not know how Joan felt about the broken 
fwnily. She decided to sit down and talk to her about it. 
She felt that this, together nth her talk with the 
father, was better ihan subjecting Jo8.tl to "any embarrass-
ment" which an interview might bring. She expressed 
gratitude for the clinic contact and hoped that she might 
be able to consult the clinic again if necessary. With 
this the case was closed with the mother having been seen 
only once. 
Follow-up contact -- Joan is now twelve and a half years old and in the 
sixth grade although she should be in the seventh grade. Since the last 
contact with the clinic, there aas been an addition to the family in the 
form of a fcrurteen month old girl. Soon after contact with the clinic, 
father had rejoined the family and gone with them to New Jersey. While 
there father passed a bad check and left the state for the west in order 
to escape the penalty. Mother and the children returned to her former 
home and are presently living in a housing project apart fro.m the maternal 
grandparents. This is something mother has always wanted. Father decided 
to give himself up for the New Jersey offense and hitchhiked to New Jersey 
to do so. He is now serving a twenty-eight month sentence which mother 
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considers rather steep. She tends to protect him, seeing his offenses as 
petty foolishness. 
~~en father left home to escape imprisonment, Joan began to steal 
~gain. However this stopped when father turned himself in and mother 
explained in some small degree about father's delinquencies. Joan writes 
to him and tends to feel that what he has done is not his fault but she 
does not project the responsibility upon anyone else. 
Mother sees Joan's present difficulty as being one of an exceedingly 
bad temper. In this she takes after father. She still has the same 
attitude toward clothes -- th~ must be tight-fitting. She is not doing 
~11 in school as she dislikes it intensely and is not a good student. 
She is withdra~ in school as well as at home although she tends to flare 
up easily. Joan and mother do not get along well together and mother 
states that she is grateful for small favors. Mother will go along with 
Joan if she will only go along with her, but Joan seems to find it 
impossible to do so. Joan and her sister get along well together although 
earlier they used to fi~t a good deal. Joan is reported as being very 
ibnd of the baby. She has a good many friends and gets along well in 
a group as well as on an individual basis. Mother revealed some discomfort 
in that Joan is fully developed and she is unable to tell her about sex. 
In relation to her clinic experience motb9r feels that has helped for 
she came to see that Joan had felt that father had left because he did not 
love her. Creating contact with father had halped the situation. Since 
mother had been able to do this she felt it "unnecessary to subject Joan 
to an interview' • Mother did reveal tm t she had called the clinic during 
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the summer in relation to Joan's temper but the clinic was closed during 
that month. She now feels able to re-refer herself and involve Joan as 
well as herself if things get too rough for her to handle. 
Impression-- Joan's parents seem to be rather immature although mother 
seems to have a good deal more strength than father. Mother has to 
protect father in his inadequacies in a rather masochistic way, and take 
the brunt of the difficulties he causes, upon herself. Her physical break 
from her parents is seen by mother as well as the investigator as a healthy 
action. Mother rejects Joan because she is so much like father and 
identifies so closely with him. It would seem that Joan has not been able 
to resolve her Oedipal conflict in i:hat she cannot identify with her mother 
but must continue to see her father as the perfect one, the doer of no 
wrong. Mother sees Joan, even more so now in her budding feminine maturity• 
as being a threat to her in her own femininity and a competi tpr for the 
affections of father. Joan's basic insecurity and confusion is further 
seen in her need to keep things inside herself as evidenced in the need to 
have tight-fitting clothes. To talk about how she feels is not permissibl e. 
Once in a while things get to be too much for her and she loses control of 
her feelings, as evidenced in the explosive temper she has. It is felt 
by the investigator that this child as well as her mother need a good deal 
of help but it is debatable whether mother can permit Joan t o be involved, 
because of her fear of Joan. This is further point ed up as the mother can 
recognize an emoti oml problem but cannot accept help on this basis. 
- ------=-
Problem ~ presented -- Case VI Arthur 
Arthur 1 age seven and a half1 was referred by the School 
Adjustment Service because of a reading difficulty. The 
school had some question as to whether the problem was 
similar to that of an older brother, who was being seen 
at the clinic at the time. There is a younger boy also. 
Mother expressed hos t ility toward the school in its 
methods of teaching reading. Mother was much more 
interested in help for the older boy and tended to feel 
that the tutoring which the school had offered would 
help the situation. Mother consented to having Arthur 
seen partially on the basis of comparison between him 
and his older brother. 
Developmental history -- None available. 
Parental background -- None available. 
Attitude to,~d the clinic -- Mother saw the clinic as a place 
to air-nBr feelings in regard to the school's methods 
of teaching reading. She felt that the older boy 
needed more help and would just like to clarify that 
Arthur was normal as far as intellectual capacity went. 
A reading evaluation and proj'ective tests were given. 
The findings revealed that Arthur's reading capacity 
was two years aread of his performance and that he 
was responding to help in school. The projectives 
revealed a need to repress and constrict so that his 
aggressive feelings were internalized and sabotaged 
his performance. 
Follow-up contact -- Arthur is now ten years old and is in the seventh 
grade. He has repeated two years of reading but is otherwise up in his 
studies. He is still receiving tutoring for reading and spelling although 
he r~s improved to a small degree with this problem. Mother feels his 
relationship with his brothers, is fine -- they tend to stick together. 
Mother tended to feel that Arth'Ql'! is often "fresher and pastier" toward 
his parents than he should be. Despite this she feels that he is quite 
thoughtful of others. 
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Mother's attitude toward her clinic experience was that she had found 
it helpful to discover that other people had troubles also. Her clinic 
experience also pointed up to her that too much can be made of school 
difficulties and sometimes just tutoring is necessary. Mother would appear 
to be lacking in insight. Mother felt that it really was the school which 
was the helpful a gency. However, she felt that the clinic had helped her 
oldest son and she would not hesitate to return if necessary. 
Impression-- Inasmuch as Arthur's capaci~ exceeds his performance and 
he seemed to have a need to repress and constrict his aggressive feelings 
it can be speculated (only speculation is . possible because of the very 
limited information available) that the boy may have a need not to excel 
the limited capabilities of his rather retarded brother. This attitude 
may have been instilled upon him by his parents or may have been assumed 
out of loyal~. It is ddscernible however, that Arthur's reading disabili~ 
is merely a ~ptom of an underlying confl i ct of some kind. The parents 
however, are satisfied with his current functioning and see him as having 
no problems. They showed lack of understanding in that they only wanted 
to have him be seen on a comparison basis with his brother. Here one can 
perhaps see parents fearful of finding deep seated rather than super-
ficial problems in their son in addition to having a retarded child in 
their other boy. 
Problem !! presented -- Case VII Alice 
Alice, age five, was referred through Dr. D. because 
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of her fears. Outside the home she got along fine 
but at home mother noticed fears in relation to any-
one who acted like the "big bad wolf". These were 
usually male figures. She could not be left alone. 
When Alice played in a group she got along tine. She 
showed no fear at all in kindergarten. Mother took 
her to dancing school several times but she could 
not separate from mother. Mother was concerned about 
Alice's fears as she had to enter school the following 
year. Vfuen Alice first started kindergarten she cried 
but at the time of contact with the clinic, she was 
a leader in the class. Alice complained of being 
afraid of loud noises and would climb into mother's 
bed when it was extra windy. She had a night light 
after asking for it. 
Father tended to excuse everything Alice did while 
mother got aggrav~ted, fearing that the child was 
putting something over on them. 
Developmental history -- Alice was an adopted child as father 
1s sterile. The parents got her from the Department 
of Public Welfare, Division of Child Guardianship, 
when she was two months old. Alice was a premature 
baby. She tended to be overweight when she was a 
year old. Alice had a history of having her ears 
lanced because of abscesses, this having begun at 
sixteen months. Mother cited her difficulties as 
having begun then. Alice was reported as having a 
large vocabulary and a godd ~magination. 
Parental background -- Not much information was obtained o'ther 
than that both parents were college graduates. Mother 
was youngest of eight children and described herself 
as being timid. 
Attitude toward the clinic -- Mother seemed somewhat ambivalent 
about--rui:"vlng the child seen, tending to feel that some 
other child would need the attention and time more 
than Alice. Not enough information was obtained in 
order to evaluate this feeling on the part of mother 
as mother was not very productive during the initial 
and only interview. 
It was felt by the caseworker that much of Alice's 
behavior was characteristic of the four year old who 
tends to be fearful. This was conveyed to the mother 
who seemed to have gotten reassurance from the case-
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worker that all was normal and something she would 
outgrow. 
Follow-up contact -- Alice is now eight years old and in the third grade 
which is advanced for her age. The parents adopted a babw boy who is 
now three years old. Mother reports that the two of them get along quite 
well. 
Alice has eczema and tires easily. Mother feels she is high-strung. 
Lately she has not wanted to go to school as she feels it is too noisy 
there. However, as indicated, by her advanced grade, she is a good student. 
Alice remains timid although not in school. Mother has to bring children 
to her as she will not go out to them. ~hen she is with them she plays 
well with them. Alice prefers always having someone with her and cannot 
be left alone, tending to follow mother around. 
Mother feels that Alice does things to upset her but asserts that 
otherwise she really is a nwonderful girl". Alice is quite fond of father 
who tends to dote on her. 
Mother's feelings about her clinic experience are felt to be 
positive even though Alice's symptomatic problem as presented to the clinic 
has not improved. Mother felt that the difficulty was more in her than in 
Alice. Mother said that she had "felt silly" about coming and when no new 
appointment was made for her she felt that the problem-was not so bad after 
all. At the present time mother plans to re-refer herself but at the time 
of this writing !as not done so. 
Impression --Alice's basic difficulty, according to the limited information 
obtained, seems to be one of insecurity as to actual status in her family. 
-----
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This is often characteristic of adopted children especially when there are 
other adopted children added to the frunily. ~~at her adoption means to 
Alice as well as to her parents is not known. Because of the difficul~J 
Alice is causing , mother may be having some misgivings about having adopted 
Alice. Also if she feels this way she may be expressing a good deal of 
hostili~ toward father for being unable to impregnate her and also for 
doting on Alice. Alice herself is right in the middle of all this and 
trying to resolve her Oedipal conflict without too much help f~om either 
parent. In her insecurity as to her status she has to remain infantile and 
helpless as nothing bad happens to helpless children. Mother will bring 
her friends as she is too little, too shy to go to find them herself. 
Alice needs to be helped to feel secure, wanted, and loved, and to 
find it unnecessary to remain a baby in order to have this love and attenti.on. 
In order for this to be achieved mother must express this to Alice by 
word and action and not see her as a competitor for the affection and 
attention of her husband. It is also important for father to help,: Alice 
resolve her sexual phantasies toward him by not provoking them but by 
making it evident that although he loves her and mother loves her, she is 
their little girl. 
Mother plans to re-refer herself and Alice, and seemed quite sincere 
about doing so. She has not done so as yet. Her rejection of Alice, whose 
behavior points up her own inadequa~, would tend to make her treatment 
potential rather limited. 
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Problem presented -- Case VIII Mary 
Mary, age four, was referred~ her mother. at the 
suggestion of a neighbor, because she was continually 
thumbsucking and rubbing her navel. She had been 
doing so since she was eighteen months old. Mother 
expressed some guilt over having another child when 
Mary was only fourteen months old. There is also a 
sister five years older than Mary. Mary constantly 
rubbed her navel and sucks her thumb whenever she was 
not using her hands elsewhere. Mother was fearful 
· that Mary did not get enough e. ttention and felt that 
her behavior was self-consoling. 
Mother revealed that all her children were thumb~ 
suckers but did not rub their navels. She felt that 
the child was the prettiest of the three and she 
could not help fondling her more. Mother had been 
leaving the children with a sitter so that she could 
do her husband's office work. He is an automobile 
dealer. Neither she nor the children liked father's 
long working hours. Mother found herself yelling at 
Mary because of her habit even though she tried not to. 
Developmental history -- Mary was planned as father had been 
overseas in the service for nearly three years. The 
child was not nursed as mother hated the idea of 
doing so. She had always been a poor eater . just like 
the two other children. Mother had difficulty with 
varicose veins during her pregnancy. 
Parental background -- The only information available was that 
mother was one of six children. Because two siblings 
died, her parents tended to be overprotective. Mother 
had been a teacher. 
Attitude toward the clinic -- Mother tended to expect criticimn 
from the clinic feeling quite insecure. Because of this 
attitude, mother was encouraged to talk over the problem 
vdth her doctor and her husband. If she still wished 
to continue, the clinic would do so. Mother, however ·, 
did not contact the clinic again and the case was closed. 
Follow-up contact -~ Mary is now eight years old and in the third grade. 
Mother reports she is very intelligent although her writing and coordi-
nation are poor. She is very thin and remains a poor eater. Her 
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problematic behavior continues when she is completely relaxed as in 
watching television or reading and off in another world. She and her 
older sister do not get along but she and the younger one do. The 
older sister teases her all the time. Mary is a sensitive child. 
Mother remains concerned and plans to re-refer herself and Mary 
but has not done so. She was rather negative in relation to her feelings 
about her clinic experience but tended to feel that she had expected to 
be told what to do without really involving herself and giving the clinic 
a chance to help her and Mary. She could give no reason for her ·withdrawal 
from contact with the clinic. 
Impression -- ~~ seems to be reacting to lack of oral gratification and 
is gaining satisfaction and a contented feeling through thumbsucking and 
rubbing the navel. The child senses parental rejection and has feelings 
of actual desertion by mother in that mother remains out of the home most 
of the time. Sibling rivalry is evident and can be seen as realistic 
competition to obtain the few precious moments of attention and affection 
which mother has time to bestow. Mother's total lack of having done 
anything about the problems, not even having spoken to the family doctor 
about the problem further emphasizes rejection. Although mother professed 
a de~ ire to re-refer herself, and Mary to the clinic, it is highly 
debatable as to whether or not she will actually do so because of the 
extent to which she has to reject this child. Her motivation for clinic 
help remains low as her rejection of this child hinders her seeking of help. 
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Problem ~presented -- Case IX Alan 
Alan, age four, was referred by his mother after her 
having been inspired by a recent educational progrwn 
about the work of the clinic, because she felt he 
was oversensitive and overemotional. He was fearful 
and unaggressive. She dated the change in his behavior 
as beginning when they moved to a new location. Alan 
continually followed her around the house. He was 
unaggressive except with his own father whom he hit 
liberally. He whined and cried when scolded, sucking 
his thumb when upset. Alan constantly asked mother 
how much she loved him especially when she was angry 
with him. He has a sister two years younger but 
mother saw no sibling rivalry. 
Mother, in order to help him with ms problem would 
set up fight-provoking situations with other children, 
hoping that in this way he would learn to fight back. 
Both parents tended to feel that the child felt 
insecure. Mother was jealous of the time father spent 
with Alan rather than with her. There was repeated 
evidence of a very unstable marital situation. 
Developmental history -- None available. 
Parental background -- In addition to there being a good deal of 
ntarital difficulty -- father seemed to reject mother 
sexually and emotionally, there was also in-law trouble 
concerning father's business establishment. Father has 
psoriasis and had been seen by a psychiatrist at Beth 
Israel Hospital for some time. His contact with the 
hospital was precipitated by his going into a shell. 
Mother felt father should spend less time with his busi-
ness and more time with her. 
Attitude toward the clinic -- Mother wondered if nursery school 
was ~answer. She also felt that Alan was reacting 
to the tension between the parents and she wanted father 
changed as she could not -- she felt that there was 
nothing wrong with her. Both parents seemed aware of 
their problems but not ready to do anything about them. 
They entered Alan in nursery school and withdrew their 
application to the clinic. 
Follow-up contact -- Alan is now seven years old and in the second grade. 
The fmnily has moved to Brookline and will presently move to Sharon where 
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they will have their own home. Alan remains unaggressive and fearful 
especially of mother and of punishment. He does well in school although 
he worries about his school work. Because he remained fearful and 
unaggressive and had a good many nightmares, his parents took him to Thorn 
Clinic where he went as far as the diagnostic stage and was placed on the 
~~iting list. The psychiatrist ~ould not accept him for full treatment 
until father returned to the psychiatric clinic at Beth Israel Hospital. 
Father has since done so. Before returning to Thorn Clinic, the parents 
want to see how much living in the country helps. Since their Thom 
Clinic contact, Alan has stopped having nightmares. Mother has loosened 
up in her expectations of Alan and feels that this is helping quite a 
bit. She is a rather controlling and hostile person who easily gets 
excited and starts screaming. 
Mother did not feel that she had been helped at the Quin~ Clinic 
because her contact had been too brief. She would have liked a follo~ 
up contact while she was in Quincy. 
Impression --Mother appears to be a masculine aggressive ~pe with father 
being the hostile dependent type. There seems to be rather inconsistent 
svdngs of extreme authoritarianism on one hand and extreme permissiveness 
on the other. Alan is seen as a symbol of their marital difficulty --
their imperfect marriage causing mother to have to make Alan conform to 
her standards of achievement. Alan has to be aggressive where father 
is not. Alan cannot seem to be able to realize his sexual identity 
the role of a masculine figure as mother is the masculine figure in the 
home -- she is the aggressive one. 
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Both parents need help to resolve their own sexual identity problems. 
This is probably why Thom Clinic felt it so important that father continue 
receiving psychiatric treatment. Mother needs the same kind of help so 
that she will not have to be so hostile, aggressive and rejecting of 
Alan as well as her husband. Because she cannot bear to recognize her 
own problems she projects them onto her husband and child who react 
accordingly. Her ambivalence in regard to recognition of her own diffi-
cul ties as well as her husband's and son's is seen in her veri table fear 
of actual involvement in treatment. As soon as a regular treatment plan 
is presented to her she moves on and tries a new place rather than face 
her own inadequacies and difficulties. 
Problem~ presented -- Case X Sarah 
Sarah, age four, was referred by her mother at the 
suggestion of the nursery school, because a speech 
problem was present. Mother was pregnant at the time 
of application and had told Sarah that she was going 
to "buy a baby". Sarah began asking to be fed and 
vmnting to be a baby. Sarah has a sister four years 
older than herself. The coming baby proved to be a 
bay. 
Mother seemed to be a perfectionist. She saw nothing 
else wrong with Sarah except the "ugly" speech.diffi-
culty. She did not feel there was an emotional prob-
lem. Mother felt the need to stress the speech 
problem to Sarah. Father saw no problem \vith Sarah 
and tended to feel that mother had to have everything 
perfect. Father is an ex-social worker who could not 
wait for promotions in an agency. Sarah was in 
nursery school and there was some financial difficulty 
about keeping her there. 
Developmental history -- Mother reported very advanced develop-
ment. She trained herself and did not need to be weaned. 
Sarah handled training problems herself it seems. 
Sarah was tested by the clinic and proved to be of 
very superior intelligence. 
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Parental background -- Father is the middle of twelve. He was 
brought up strictly and tended to be easy with the 
children. He saw no problem with Sarah other than 
difficulty pronouncing "sh". 
Mother is oldest of seven children. She did not receive 
any sex education and intends not to answer the children's 
questions unless they persist. 
Attitude toward the clinic -- Mother wanted elocution lessons or 
speech~erapy lrom the clinic. Her request was seen 
as being eagerness to be sure that she did everything 
possible and was not a rejecting mother. 
Follow-up contact -- Sarah is now eight years old and in the third grade. 
Her speech difficulty persists and mother has taken her to the Boston 
University Speech Clinic which found no difficulty. Mother is quite 
unhappy about the "defect" as she feels Sarah is so perfect in every other 
way. Mother says she has a wonderful disposition and is very bright. 
Mother feels very negatively toward the clinic as she feels that the 
clinic should have given her some suggestions about how to have the speech 
cleared up. The most positive part of .her experience with the clinic she 
feels was in learning of Sarah's superior intellectual ability and that she 
had no emotional problems. 
Impression -- Mother is a perfectionist and she will do everything until she 
is satisfied that nothing more is possible. Sarah seems to have enough 
strength in her parental relationship to accept this without becoming 
emotionally upset. Continuance of attention being brought to this speech 
"defect" might eventually cause Sarah to begin to feel inferior. This 
mother could use help~ perhaps on a consultation level to alleviate the 
stress and strain she seems to need to bring upon Sarah. There is also 
evidence of a blocking of sexual information which perhaps could be 
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causing Sarah to hold onto her speech "defect" as a way of keeping from 
growing up and of helping her to remain infantile. Her mother may want to 
keep her infantile at least to the time when she can no longer ignore her 
growing up. This mother would seem to be fearful of her own inadequacies 
in her need to have everything perfect. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY .AND CONCLUSIONS 
Parents come to any social agenqy seeking help with a problem. They 
come to a child guidance clinic seeking help for their child without always 
realizing that they also need help. At the clinic these parents expect 
a professionally trained person to clarify their problems for them and to 
help them to evolve a solution. Some parents expect this to be done in 
one or two interviews, vdth the clinician telling the parent how to handle 
the child and the problem. They come without the conscious knowledge 
that they must be helped in order to help the child. 
During the period of 1951 - 1952, there was a high rate of cases 
closed as having received brief services during one to four interviews. 
These cases were closed with the completion of services rendered, usually 
in the form of a diagnostic evaluation of the child or were closed inasmuch 
as the parent no longer wished to continue. It has been the qynamics 
behind these terminations before completion of services or before actual 
treatment began. which have been of interest to the writer. In order to 
understand these dynamics, ten oases were considered with regard to: 
1. the attitude of the parents toward themselves; 
2. the attitude of the parents toward the child and his problem; 
3· the pathology of the child's problem; 
4. the parents' expectations of the clinic. 
,, 
Although these four factors were kept in mind while looking at these ten 
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cases, the brevity of the contact, and the resulting brevity of the 
information tended to cause factors one and three to be left largely to 
speculation. 
The study has been limited to those cases acceptable for treatment 
but in which the parents proved emotionally unable to continue in the 
clinic as evidenced in their attitude toward the offering of help for them~ 
selves and their children. No child was seen on a regular treatment basis 
because of the brevity of the contact with the clinic but several children 
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were seen for a diagnostic evaluation of intelligence and personality. 
Thirty-three cases in the 1951 - 1952 group, were closed because the 
parents proved unwilling and emotionally unable to continue. They were 
closed either directly by the parent or by the clinic bece.use the parent 
continually broke appointments. 
As a means of contacting these families so as to (1) discern the 
present situation; .(2) to better understand the parental attitudes toward 
the child and his problem; and (3) to understand their attitude toward, 
and expectations of, the clinic, a letter was sent requesting their 
cooperation in the follow-up study. Unknown locations of thirteen 
families made only twenty cases accessible. These w.re contacted by 
telephone with an offer of either a clinic or a home visit. In ten oases 
there was resistance on the part of the parents to cooperate. These 
parents tended to devaluate their clinic experience. Their resistance to 
participation in the follow-up study can also be seen as a possible 
reflection of their negative attitude toward the problems existing in 
the parent-child relationship. Of the ten parents who were interviewed, 
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nine preferred a clinic visit and one a home visit because of distance. 
It is felt ~ the writer that the clinic visit was preferred as the 
parent could then see it as a professional undertaking, as well as the 
reality fact that disturbances during the interview vrould be limited. 
The parents who were interviewed tended to feel that although their 
clinic experience may not have been what they had wished and expected, 
the interview gave them an opportunity to evaluate their own expectations 
in terms of the actual clinic treatment process. Before any parent was 
seen the material in the record was read so as to obtain as much infor-
mation as possible regarding the problem as referred, and the parent-
child relationship. During the interview itself the interview schedule 
was in constant evidence and brief notes were taken which did not appear 
to disturb the parent. 
The name child guidance seems to place responsibility for the child's 
behavior upon the child himself, causing some parents to see this as a 
means of defense, and causing them to project their own responsibility for . 
I 
the child's difficulties upon the child, the spouse, or the school. Pro- , 
jection is often used by the parent as a defense against his own fears and 
anxieties about his feelings for his child. Parents often realize that 
below the surface relationShip there is realistically an unhealthy parent-
child relationship. This below the surface relationship reflects the 
parent's true feelings toward his child which have sometimes been, in the 
parent's minds, successfully covered up and perhaps denied, over the years. 
The child's behavior, however, has called these feelings to the surface. 
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To accept help would mean an often painful process of handling these 
feelings on the conscious level. So as to avoid this they will not only 
project responsibility for the child's behavior upon others but will also 
deny the seriousness of the problem~ excusing it as something the child 
will outgrow, or which is "in his nature." However, it must constantly 
be kept in mind how difficult it is for a parent to admit not only to 
himself, but to others, his oftentimes negative feelings toward his 
child. Because of his fears and his anxieties he approaches the clinic 
with all defenses raised. Although he ideally meets a sympathetic, 
accepting, and understanding person in the social worker, his ego may 
not be strong enough to allow himself to be helped to handle his fears, 
guilt, and anxieties. Upon seeing how much responsibility he must assume 
in helping the child, his fears increase as his expectations of what the 
clinic will do to help the child often differs from the clinic process. 
Th•~e is then withdrawal with excuses of denial. Lack of understanding 
as to the clinic process sets many parents to flight as admitting failure 
as a parent is difficult enough without admitting that they themselves 
also need help. These parents can be seen as showing decided ambivalence 
in their feelings toward their child and perhaps rejection of themselves. 
Even an accepting atmosphere cannot always override their fears. Because 
of a conscious or unconscious realization as to difficul~ in the parent-
child relationship, it is difficult for the parent to face the possibility 1 
of a meaningful relationship being established between the child and the 
therapist. Fears of separation enter here and further emphasize parental 
feelings of inadequacy. Many parents, including those in this study, 
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react with a refusal to have the child come to the clinic, pre£erring 
help for themselves or direct advice as to how to handle the situation. 
Inasmuch as this is not the policy of child guidance clinics unless the 
case is being handled on a consultation level. the parents usually 
withdraw their applice.tion. 
Even though a parent does not carry through to treatment. it does 
not necessarily mean that he has not benefited in some way from his 
clinic experience. Just talking about the problem often has a way of 
clarifying for the parent some of the dyn8Jll.ics behind the problem, giving 
him some understanding which he sometimes can profitably put to use. 
The problems which cause our sample of parents to bring their 
children to the clinic range from minor habit and conduct disorders to 
anti-social acts. In addition to these are school problems ~ich are 
usually high in incidence, and are found in the form of poor school 
work or an apparent lack of interest in school. In the ten cases under 
consideration the age range was predominantly in the pre-school area 
causing the problems to be more of the behavioral rather than the 
academic problem type. There was a predominance of middle and first 
children having difficulties reflecting sibling rivalry and a need to 
compete for status in the family. Although it was felt by the investi-
gator that there was a possible positive relationship between the type 
of problem and the method of termination utilized, this did not prove to 
be the case. 
In only fbur of the ten cases interviewed did the parents make use 
of other resources in the community after contact with the clinic. In 
- -~---=------
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three of these cases the atmosphere was of a non-threatening ~pe in the 
form of the school, a speech clinic, and a physician. In only one case 
did a parent seek help from another child guidance clinic after moving into 
Boston but then evaded actual acceptance of the treatment services of the 
clinic. It is not felt that these three parents received any help other 
than the partial alleviation of the symptomatic behavior and it can be 
concluded that the underlying difficul~ has remained unresolved. In two 
cases, although the symptomatic difficul~ improved, new problems arose, 
again bringing forth the writer 1 s feeling that the underlying difficulty 
remains and has come forth in a different symptomatic reaction. In those 
four cases in which difficul ~ remained, the parents spoke of re-referring 
themselves but in only one case was the attempt made and then in a super-
ficial manner. 
The writer's feeling about emotional factors influencing the aceep-
tance of treatment appeared to be confirmed in the discovery that, in cases 
in which there was an absence of recognition on the part of the parent that 
the child's behavior was ~ptomatic of an underlying emotional problem, 
the parent was totally rejecting or ambivalent in his emotional attitude 
toward the child, and possessed an attitude of low motivation and ambivalence 
toward the clinic process. In cases in ~ich the parent showed some 
I 
elements of recognition of the connection between the child's behavior and ' 
an underlying emotional difficul~, the parent was either totally rejec-
ting or ambivalent in his feelings ~oward the child. The parent's 
resulting attitude toward the clinic process was one depicting low 




th~t the child's behavior reflected an emotional problem, he was rejecting 
of the child and showed narked ambivalence in his attitude toward the 
clinic and treatment. It can be concluded that the attitudes of these 
parents toward themselves are reflected in their own personal insecurity 
which self-exposure ~uld only enhance. 
The case presentations indicate ~ picture of how children react to 
their needs. J~es felt displaced in his parents' affections bw the 
arrival of his baby brother. He reacted with psychosomatic illnesses 
which wou l d necessitate physical care. He would then be assured of 
getting the desired attention from his mother. Background material in 
some of the cases denotes same of the causal factors influencing the 
child's reactions as well as the parent's need to create this behavior. 
Ann's mother is insecure in her own femininity because of her physical 
handicap and is jealous of Ann's femininity. Ann becomes timid and fearful , .. 
~d remains infantile to avoid growing up and facing her mother's hostility, 
which her maturing femininity causes. The methods by which the parent 
has handled the problem and his verbalization of his feelings about the 
problem reveal his emotional feelings about the child and the degree to 
which he recognizes and accepts the behavior as symptomatic of an 
emotional problem. Joan's mother preferred not to submit her to the 
"embarrassment" of an intervi~w giving evidence of her rejection of Joan. 
She handled the problem which she verbally recognized as symptomatic of 
Joan's feeling that she was unloved, by projecting the responsibility for 
resolving Joan's problem upon the father and excluding herself from the 




the parental expectations of the clinic can be discerned. Mary's mother 
had expected the clinician to tell her how to handle the problem without 
involving herself or Mary, Although the interview gave these parents an 
opportUnity to realize that their expectations of the clinic in terms of its 
being an advice center were not realistic, this did not make the verbalized 
desire for a re-referral an actuality. 
These parents who could not accept the responsibility for their 
child's problems because of their feelings of rejection and ambivalence 
toward their child • .:: and it is felt toward themselves as being adequate 
parents, sought to place the responsibility for helping the child on other 
service-giving agencies, or would deny the seriousness, or the existence 
of the proble.m itself. Feelings of inadequacy and failures cause the 
utilization of projection and denial as methods of defense. The insecurity 
of same of these children in their parental relationship revealed a 
chronic picture of insecurity in their parents themselves, not only in 
relationships with others, but insecurity as to their own self-value. In 
conclusion, such feelings cause reactions of rejection and ambivalence 
toward those who enhance their insecurity in these cases, the child. 
To enhance the insecurity of the child by denying him gratification of his 
needs through treatment will cause a strengthening of parental feelings 
of insecurity in face of the helplessness of the child. ~~en helpless, 
the child is no longer a threat but once the child has an opportunity to 
become emotionally secure, perhaps in a better emotional position then the 
parent himself, the parent finds it necessary to reject the acceptance of ' 
help for himself and the child. 
=--=-
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In conclusion~ it has been found in this thesis that those feelings 
and attitudes which have a direct influence upon the parent's ability 
to accept help for himself and his child, are not contrary to the 
theoretical findings presented insofar as they apply to the limitations 















Date of birth: 
Sex: 
Intelligence (I.Q. if available) 
Siblings: age and sex 
Presenting problem: 
Problemas seen by the clinic: 
Mother: 
Referred by: 
Reason for referral: 
Birth date: Health - good, poor, pregnant 
1 Personality of mother: 
Attitude of mother toward child - acceptance, rejection, ambivalence 
Attitude of mother tmvard clinic - well-motivated, pporly motivated, 
ambivalent 
Marital relationship - satisfactory, unsatisfactory 
Father: (or substitute) if information available from the record 
Birth date: Health - good, poor 
Personality: 
Attitude of father towards child - acceptance, rejection, ambivalence 
Attitude of father toward the clinic - well-motivated, poorly motivated, 
ambivalent 
Results of treatment according to the record 
Improved Unimproved Unknovm 
Reason for termination: Who terminated: 





· Interview Questionaire 
(1) Present age: 
(3) Health - good poor 
(2) Present grade: 
(4) Additional aiblings: change in family set-up 
(5) How have things been since last contact with the clinic? good - fair -
Explanation: bad 
(6) Wnw do you feel the problem situation changed - if so - i.e. age factor, 
environmental reasons, change in family outlook or approach to 
the problem. 




(8) Do you feel you were helped in any way ~~th the problem which brought 
you to the clinic? 
If not - v.ny. 
(9) If you feel you were not helped, did you try to get help elsewhere? 
Where? Are you getting help now? 
VJhen was the last contact? 
(10) Did the problem which brought you to the clinic improve and then return? 
(11) Are there any new problems? 
(12) If you were helped with the problem was there a change during contact 
with the clinic or after? 
(13) If the clinic did not terminate contact, why was this done? 
(14) Describe how you feel you were helped - i.e. better understanding of 
self, of child 
How do you feel about your experience with the clinic? 
Vould you return if you ever felt it necessary to do so? 
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January 3, 1955 
Dear 
It has been our hope that we were of some help to you in your visits 
to the ~uincy Child Guidance Clinic some time ago. We are now wondering 
if you could help us by participating in a very important follow-up study 
which we are now conducting. e would like to know in some detail, how 
you feel we helped you or perhaps failed to help you. We have carefully 
developed a plan of personal interviews in which we will gather facts and 
opinions from people who have come to the clinic for help in the past few 
years. This study should help us in improving our child guidance clinics 
throughout the state. 
Miss Sophie Rogers of our staff will get in touch with you soon to see 
you or to arrange an appointment here at the clinic if you prefer. At that 
time she will explain the program in more detail, its purposes, and its 
confidential nature. 
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